Keratoconus and crosslinking: pharmacokinetic considerations.
Keratoconus (KC) is an ectatic disorder characterized by the progressive thinning and scarring of central cornea as a consequence of structural and/or compositional anomalies, although the exact etiology is largely unknown. The resultant conical protrusion of the cornea causes significant irregular astigmatism, myopia and visual impairment. This paper will review the biochemical factors involved in the multifactorial pathogenesis of KC and the possible emerging role of inflammation in this process. Additionally, the authors discuss the development of new corneal collagen crosslinking (CCL) protocols using hypoosmolar riboflavin or transepithelial approaches with respect to the associated toxicities at the cellular level. Long-term consequences of standard and new emerging CCL protocols are still being studied; hence, pharmacokinetic considerations and related potential toxicities are important to consider. CCL sequentially combined with other modalities, specifically intrastromal corneal ring segments and photorefractive keratectomy can optimize the visual rehabilitation of KC patients. As we come to further understand CCL and its pharmacokinetic effects, additional indications for CCL may be discovered especially for those patients who are not suitable candidates for keratoplasty. Randomized control trials evaluating the efficacy of CCL for applications beyond halting KC disease progression are warranted.